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you did occasionally get a word in—but I don't deny my
guilt. Rather I cry peccaw9ia$k forgiveness, and resolve
on repentance and amendment of life!
I will send you my London Mercury article and the
essay on Pedantry as soon as the Easter tyranny of closed
post offices is over. I don't suppose you will agree, but I
hope you will see that I have a case. I think there is a
great distinction between scholarship, which takes infinite
"pains to be accurate and to do things as well as they can
be done, but has a scale of values, and pedantry which
sacrifices (i) life and (2) literature to a display of irrele-
vant, verbal, or otherwise unimportant learning—as the
Revised Version so often does.
As to what you say about Russia, of course there are
differences; there always are; I pointed some out. But
however little the Socialists may like it the Bolshevist
experiment is theirs in essence, everything done by the
State and no private enterprise or profit. And it is fair
to say that what has happened there would happen here,
mutatis mutandis, and the changes would be for the worse
as well as for the better: for an industrialized country has
further to fall and more to lose. How you can think
" Labour " would give us peace passes my comprehen-
sion. It is true that they do care—many of them—very
sincerely for the L. of Nations: and that is the great hope,
the only ultimate protection for France if the French
would but see it. But " Labour " in the few months it
would last would give us war and bankruptcy at home,
and its total ignorance of foreign affairs and total
unawareness of its ignorance would almost certainly
produce complications abroad of the most dangerous sort.
I shall certainly not join you in voting Labour; nor believe
you will do it till you tell me you have done so. Think
of India, Egypt, and all the other places where their
arrival would cause rebellions or disturbances at once*
Yours aff.,
john C. B.

